Connecting difficult locations to your WAN

Be wherever you need to be
«Connecting any location to
our global network should be
as simple as ordering a book
from Amazon.»
– Bernhard Birchler, Oerlikon

Global business does not stop at borders or boundaries.
Do you need 24x7 access to more than 180 countries
worldwide? Consider it done.
In a globalized and digitalizing world, it’s imperative for large organizations to expand business across any border or boundary, without compromising on the availability or security of
business-critical applications. Open Systems successfully delivers security, performance and
control for global networks in 184 countries. For over 20 years the standardized and modular
approach of Mission Control Security Services allow global security policies to be enforced and
network performance to be optimized.
When the going gets tough, Open Systems will make the seemingly challenging or even
impossible, possible. If any of below scenarios sound familiar, it’s time to get in touch.
Sanctioned countries
Import regulations

•

No local IT knowledge

•

Data privacy

•

Missing documentation

•

Certification requirement

•

No transparency

Remote geography

Well-known enterprises, institutions
and NGOs rely on Mission Control
Security Services from Open
Systems to secure the availability
and operational stability of their ICT
infrastructure around the clock in
over 180 countries.
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Lack of local IT staff

•

Governmental internet restrictions

•

Unknown regions

•

Great Chinese firewall

•

True green field

•

Internet monitoring

•

Large physical distance

•

Local internet breakout mandatory

Limited infrastructure

Global security policy enforcement

•

No available MPLS/internet lines

•

Implementation of global standards

•

Reduced bandwidth

•

Visibility of local breaches

•

Unreliable power supply

•

Data privacy and availability

